Azerbaijan’s parliament speaker meets chair of GOPAC Board of Directors

Wed 22 May 2013 04:25 GMT | 0:25 Local Time

Chairman of the Milli Majlis, Azerbaijani parliament, Ogtay Asadov has met chairman of the Board of Directors of the Global Organization of Parliamentarians Against Corruption (GOPAC), senator Edgardo Angara.

The Speaker said Mr. Angara’s visit will contribute to developing and strengthening the relations between Azerbaijan and GOPAC, AzerTAc reports.

Mr. Asadov said Azerbaijan attaches particular emphasis to expansion of relations with GOPAC.

He highlighted what the Azerbaijani government had done to strengthen fight against corruption.

Mr. Asadov noted discussions towards the establishment of GOPAC’s Azerbaijani office.

Mr. Angara said Azerbaijan’s long-term cooperation with GOPAC is a vivid evidence of transparent governance in the country.
Commentary

- National Council of the opposition is an idea that has no future
- Expert calls not to turn blind eye to settling Syrian Armenians in Karabakh
- Statement by Chairman of 'Assembly of Armenians of Azerbaijan' real provocation
- We hope that reconstruction of mosques will be completed in Karabakh
- Transportation of oil via the Baku-Novorossiysk pipeline is not profitable

Most read articles

- Azerbaijan never ruled out military settlement of Karabakh conflict – President
- Russia's new ambassador hands credentials to Armenia’s President
- Azerbaijan marks Republic Day
- President attends opening of Buzovna-Mardakan-Gala highway
- Azerbaijani diaspora urges to denounce false Khojaly resolution
- I don’t think either Baku or Yerevan wants a renewed conflict - Jeffrey Mankoff
- Students of MSU’s Baku branch launch new project
- Creation of Azerbaijan Democratic Republic great and historic event — President
- Baku is developing rapidly - Euronews
- Leyla Aliyeva initiates “What?Where?When?” tournament in Moscow

More from Politics

- Azerbaijan's role in regional peace and stability discussed in Baku
- There is no doubt in Ilham Aliyev's victory in upcoming elections
- NGOs to support Ilham Aliyev in presidential elections
- EU Commissioner to visit Azerbaijan next week
- US congressmen praise partnership with Azerbaijan
- Co-chairs should force Armenia to give up its nonconstructive position
- Azerbaijan, US have fruitful ties - FM
- MFA probes removal of Azerbaijani from Syria on Russian plane
- Azerbaijani-American forum 'Vision of the future' takes off in Baku
- Azerbaijan's Republic Day marked in Georgian parliament
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Editor Picks

- Baku lists six principles to promote work over peace agreement
- 'It's possible to see historical and modern Azerbaijan at Heydar Aliyev Centre'
- No internet restriction in Azerbaijan – Elnur Aslanov
- Elmar Mammadyarov will leave for Krakow
- We created new mechanism of raising investments into heavy industry-president
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Politics

- **Azerbaijan's role in regional peace and stability discussed in Baku**
- 'There is no doubt in Ilham Aliyev's victory in upcoming elections'
- NGOs to support Ilham Aliyev in presidential elections
- EU Commissioner to visit Azerbaijan next week
- US congressmen praise partnership with Azerbaijan

Economy

- Work on TANAP project to go on – SOCAR
- World Forum on Intercultural Dialogue II to start in Baku
- SOCAR to invest $17 billion in Turkey by 2018
- GDF Suez to become shareholder in NABUCCO
- Baku power station generates 185mn kw/h of energy

Sports

- Azerbaijani budo fighters claim 6 gold medals in Georgia
- Azerbaijani wrestlers win gold medals in Russia
- 'Azerbaijan one of first countries receiving state support to host Euro-2020'
- Junior Azerbaijani female wrestlers win 8 medals in Turkey
- Azerbaijan to send over 160 athletes to Islamic Games

Armenia

News.Az - Azerbaijan’s parliament speaker meets chair of GOPAC Boar...
Armenia’s foreign debt exceeds USD 3.7bn
Prince Charles visits Yerevan
Scottish parliament declares 24 April day of 'Armenian genocide'
Armenian and Russian FMs discuss regional security and stability
Russia’s new ambassador hands credentials to Armenia’s President

**Georgia**

- Azerbaijan’s Republic Day marked in Georgian parliament
- Kars-Akhalkalaki railway to affect our ports – Georgian PM
- Georgia hosts Azerbaijani Culture Festival
- Georgian court of appeals rules to keep ex-PM in custody
- Ilham Aliyev congratulates Georgian counterpart

**Turkey**

- Turkish president congratulates Ilham Aliyev on Republic Day
- Ilham Aliyev extends condolences to Suleyman Demirel
- SOCAR to invest $17 billion in Turkey by 2018
- Azerbaijani diaspora urges to denounce false Khojaly resolution
- Turkish Airlines open flight to Lankaran
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